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Elastic neutron scattering from12C, 14N, 16O, 28Si, 40Ca, 56Fe, 89Y and 208Pb has been studied
at 96 MeV in the 10−70 degree interval, using the SCANDAL (SCAttered Nucleon Detection
AssembLy) facility. The results for12C and208Pb have recently been published, while the data on
the other nuclei are under analysis. The achieved energy resolution, 3.7 MeV, is about an order
of magnitude better than for any previous experiment above 65 MeV incident energy. A novel
method for normalization of the absolute scale of the cross section has been used. The estimated
normalization uncertainty, 3 %, is unprecedented for a neutron-induced differential cross section
measurement on a nuclear target.
Elastic neutron scattering is of utmost importance for a vast number of applications. Besides its
fundamental importance as a laboratory for tests of isospindependence in the nucleon-nucleon,
and nucleon-nucleus, interaction, knowledge of the optical potentials derived from elastic scat-
tering come into play in virtually every application where adetailed understanding of nuclear
processes are important.

Applications for these measurements are nuclear waste incineration, single event upsets in elec-

tronics and fast neutron therapy. The results at light nuclei of medical relevance (12C, 14N and
16O,) are presented separately. In the present contribution,results on the heavier nuclei are pre-

sented, among which several are of profound relevance to accelerator-driven systems for trans-

mutation.
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1. Introduction

The interest in high-energy neutron data is rapidly growing, since a number of potential large-
scale applications involving fast neutrons are under development, or at least have been identified.
These applications primarily fall into three sectors; nuclear energy and waste, nuclear medicine,
and effects on electronics. For all these applications, an improved understanding of neutron in-
teractions is needed for calculations of neutron transportand radiation effects. The nuclear data
needed for this purpose come almost entirely from nuclear scattering and reaction-model calcu-
lations, which all depend heavily on the optical model, which in turn is determined by elastic
scattering and total cross-section data.

The nuclear data needs for transmutation of nuclear waste ingeneral and spent nuclear fuel
in particular are outlined in refs. [1, 2, 3], while the needsfor neutron therapy of cancer tumours
are reviewed in ref. [4], and upsets in electronics are discussed in ref. [5, 6]. In the present work,
a programme on elastic neutron scattering at 96 MeV is presented, which deals with all these
applications.

Neutron-scattering data are also important for a fundamental understanding of the nucleon-
nucleus interaction, in particular for determining the theisovector term [7]. Coulomb repulsion
of protons creates a neutron excess in all stable nuclei withA > 40. Incident protons and neu-
trons interact differently with this neutron excess. The crucial part in these investigations has been
neutron-nucleus elastic scattering data to complement thealready existing proton-nucleus data.
Above 50 MeV neutron energy, there has been only one previousmeasurement on neutron elastic
scattering with an energy resolution adequate for resolving individual nuclear states, an experiment
at UC Davis at 65 MeV on a few nuclei [8]. In addition, a few measurements in the 0−20◦ range
are available, all with energy resolution of 20 MeV or more. This is, however, not crucial at such
small angles because elastic scattering dominates heavily, but at larger angles such a resolution
would make data very difficult to interpret. Recently, results on neutron scattering from12C, 40Ca
and 208Pb in the 65− 225 MeV range from Los Alamos have been published [9]. The energy
resolution is comparable to the present work, but the angular range is limited to 7−23◦.

2. Experimental setup

The neutron beam facility at The Svedberg Laboratory, Uppsala, Sweden, has recently been
described in detail [10], and therefore only a brief description is given here. The 96± 0.5 MeV
(1.2 MeV FWHM) neutrons were produced by the7Li(p,n) reaction by bombarding a 427 mg/cm2

disc of isotopically enriched (99.98 %)7Li with protons from the cyclotron. The low-energy tail
of the source-neutron spectrum was suppressed by time-of-flight techniques. After the target, the
proton beam was bent into a well-shielded beam dump. A systemof three collimators defined a 9
cm diameter neutron beam at the scattering target.

Scattered neutrons were detected by the SCANDAL (SCAtteredNucleon Detection Assem-
bLy) setup [10]. It consists of two identical systems, placed to cover 10− 50◦ and 30− 70◦,
respectively. The energy of the scattered neutrons is determined by measuring the energy of proton
recoils from a plastic scintillator, and the angle is determined by tracking the recoil proton. In the
present experiment, each arm consisted of a 2 mm thick veto scintillator for fast charged-particle
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rejection, a 10 mm thick neutron-to-proton converter scintillator, a 2 mm thick plastic scintillator
for triggering, two drift chambers for proton tracking, a 2 mm thick ∆E plastic scintillator that was
also part of the trigger, and an array of CsI detectors for energy determination of recoil protons
produced in the converter by np scattering. The trigger was provided by a coincidence of the two
trigger scintillators, vetoed by the front scintillator. The total excitation energy resolution varies
with CsI crystal, but is on average 3.7 MeV (FWHM). The angular resolution is in the 1.0−1.3◦

(rms) range.

3. Results and discussion

Angular distributions of elastic-neutron scattering from12C and208Pb at 96 MeV incident neu-
tron energy are presented in Fig. 1. The data are compared with phenomenological and microscopic
optical-model predictions in the left and right panels, respectively. The theoretical curves have all
been folded with the experimental angular resolution to facilitate comparisons with data. The data
by Salmon at 96 MeV [11] are also shown. The angular distributions presented have been corrected
for reaction losses and multiple scattering in the target. The contribution from other isotopes than
208Pb in the lead data has been corrected for, using cross section ratios calculated with the global
potential by Koning and Delaroche [12].

The absolute normalization of the data has been obtained from knowledge of the total elas-
tic cross section, which has been determined from the difference between the total cross section
(σT ) [13] and the reaction cross section (σR) [14, 15]. ThisσT - σR method, which is expected to
have an uncertainty of about 3 %, has been used to normalize the 12C data. The208Pb(n,n) data
have been normalized relative to the12C(n,n) data, knowing the relative neutron fluences, target
masses, etc. The total elastic cross section of208Pb has previously been determined with theσT

- σR method. The accuracy of the present normalization has been tested by comparing the total
elastic cross-section ratio (208Pb/12C) obtained with theσT - σR method above, and with the ratio
determination of the present experiment, the latter being insensitive to the absolute scale. These
two values differ by about 3 %, i.e., they are in agreement within the expected uncertainty.

A novel technique for normalization, which is based on relative measurements versus thenp
scattering cross section [16], has also been tested and was found to have an uncertainty of about 10
%.

The data are compared with model predictions in Fig. 1, wherethe left and right panels show
phenomenological and microscopic models, respectively. The models are described in detail in
refs. [17] and [18].

When comparing these predictions with data, a few striking features are evident. First, all
models are in reasonably good agreement with the208Pb data. It should be pointed out that none
of the predictions contain parameters adjusted to the present experiment. In fact, they were all
made before data were available. Even the absolute scale seems to be under good control, which
is remarkable, given that neutron beam intensities are notoriously difficult to establish. Second, all
models fail to describe the12C data in the 30−50◦ range. The models predict a saddle structure,
which is not evident from the data.

This mismatch has prompted a re-examination of the12C(n,n) cross section. Fortunately, this
could be accomplished in combination with another experiment. Recently, we have studiednd
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Figure 1: Angular distributions of elastic neutron scattering from12C (open circles) and208Pb (solid) at
96 MeV incident neutron energy. The12C data and calculations have been multiplied by 0.01. The data by
Salmon at 96 MeV [11] are shown as squares. Left panel: predictions by phenomenological models. The
thick dotted horizontal lines show Wick’s limit for the two nuclei. Right panel: predictions by microscopic
models, and data on elastic proton scattering from12C [22]. See the text for details, and refs. [17, 18] and
references therein for a description of the theory models.

scattering at the same energy to investigate three-nucleoninteraction effects. These results show
clear evidence of such 3N forces [19, 20, 21]. In these experiments, scattering from carbon was
used for normalization, as described above. The size of the target was, however, significantly larger
than in the experiments above, resulting in far better statistics. This allowed more stringent analysis
procedures to be used, and the results seem to indicate that the12C elastic scattering cross section is
actually in agreement with the theory models. Thus, the mainreason for the discrepancy above was
probably due to an unbalance between the ground state and thefirst excited state in the analysis,
resulting from the poor statistics for the excited state.

A basic feature of the optical model is that it establishes a lower limit on the differential
elastic-scattering cross section at 0◦ if the total cross section is known, often referred to as Wick’s
limit [23, 24]. It has been observed in previous experimentsat lower energies that for most nuclei,
the 0◦ cross section falls very close to Wick’s limit, although there is no a priori reason why the
cross section cannot exceed the limit significantly. An interesting observation is that the present
208Pb data are in good agreement with Wick’s limit, while the12C 0◦ cross section lies about 70 %
above the limit. A similar behaviour has previously been observed in neutron-elastic scattering at
65 MeV [8], where the12C data overshoot Wick’s limit by about 30 %, whilst the208Pb data agree
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Figure 2: Preliminary angular distribution of elastic neutron scattering from89Y at 96 MeV incident neutron
energy together with a prediction by the Koning-Delaroche potential [12].

with the limit.
It has recently been shown by Dietrich et al. [25] that this makes sense. Using the Koning-

Delaroche potential [12], it has been shown that Wick’s limit actually deviates less than 5 % from
an equality for208Pb over the entire 5−100 MeV interval. The lightest nucleus investigated was
28Si, but the systematics imply that large discrepancies for12C should be expected.

Preliminary data on89Y are presented in Fig. 2, together with the Koning-Delaroche poten-
tial [12]. The data have been normalized to the model and it can be seen that it describes the shape
of the data points reasonably well. The measurements on16O have been analyzed and are presented
in another contribution to this workshop. Measurements on14N, 28Si, 40Ca, and56Fe have been
completed and the data are under analysis.

4. Conclusions and outlook

In short, first results on elastic-neutron scattering from12C and208Pb at 96 MeV incident
neutron energy are presented, and compared with theory predictions. This experiment represents
the highest neutron energy where the ground state has been resolved from the first excited state in
neutron scattering. The measured cross sections span more than four orders of magnitude. Thereby,
the experiment has met - and surpassed - the design specifications. The overall agreement with
theory model predictions, both phenomenological and microscopic, is good. In particular, the
agreement in the absolute cross-section scale is impressive.

Performance investigations have revealed that the method as such should work also at higher
energies. Recently, the TSL neutron beam facility has been upgraded in intensity, making mea-
surements at the highest energy, 180 MeV, feasible. An experimental campaign at 180 MeV does,
however, require an upgrade of the CsI detectors of SCANDAL.
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